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Provides step-by-step instructions for creating origami glider planes, treasure chests, and
pirates hats, and offers tips on buying supplies and applying proper paperfolding techniques.

From School Library JournalGrade 4-7–This well-organized and useful book includes occasional
boxed notes to adults, who are advised in the interest of safety to be present any time sharp
tools are being used. Carvers are bluntly warned, Never put anything that can bleed in front of
the blade. The first half of the book introduces wood and how it grows and describes the
supplies, tools, and techniques that are used in the projects. The second half is comprised of the
projects themselves. The first one is the easiest, a soap-bar boat carved with nonmetal tools so
that a supervising adult can assess a young person's skills. The seven Scout-like projects then
progress in difficulty, building sequentially on skills and using a greater range of tools. Quality
paper, full-color photographs, and illustrated step-by-step instructions enhance the presentation.
There is a mention of a DVD by the author that is available for purchase, but the Resources list
of five suppliers provides contact information and seems unbiased.–Joel Shoemaker, South
East Junior High School, Iowa City, IACopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.ReviewFrom the Back CoverTake Pride in Saying, "I Made
That!" Carving things out of wood is easy and lots of fun. All it takes is a few simple tools, a piece
of wood, your imagination - and the skills you'll learn with this book! With step-by-step
photographs and easy-to-follow instructions to guide you through each project, you'll be amazed
how easy and exciting it is to carve. Each of the projects will teach you something new and build
your confidence as you transfer patterns, use carving tools, and finish the wood. In addition,
you'll learn how to work safely, pick the right wood, and how to sharpen and care for your tools.
Before you know it, you'll carve these 7 cool projects and be looking for more! -soap boat -
snowman holiday ornament -wooden whistle -arrowhead -name plaque -eagle head -musical
frogAbout the AuthorEverett Ellenwood has been a carving instructor for more than 25 years. He
has made two best-selling videos, Beginning Woodcarving and Sharpening Simplified.Read
more
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The book by Gwen Diehn has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 17 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 15 pages
Reading age: 8 - 10 years
Item Weight: 5.1 ounces
Dimensions: 8.25 x 0.25 x 10.25 inches
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